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Presentation



- Boris Mayencourt, President and founder 

INTRO

E-LVETS is a passion project. 

Our goal is to have a holistic approach for the practice of video games
and esports.

We are an association that helps parents and kids to use video games
as a constructive discipline to have fun and compete (Play), discover
concepts and challenge your brain (Learn) and build a network and
apply learnings to your own life (Succeed).

We aim at providing a structured and serious approach to our discipline.
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ABOUT US
We are a non-profit association founded in Switzerland in 2016
by Andres, Gael and Boris.

We focus on video games and esports with a focus on
education, innovation and socialization.

Our logo is based on Willelm Tell and his crossbow.
Our name comes from the Swiss ancestors: the Helvetii.
Our moto is PLAY | LEARN | SUCCEED
Our team shout is HUHA 



VISION & MISSION
Vision

Mission

01.

02.

03.

We believe esports is a great platform to learn about many crucial career
skills.

We thrive for excellence and never stop improving.

We aim at building the video games and esports of tomorrow.

We want that any player can join a club independently of his
proficiency in the game he loves.

We want our members to play, learn and succeed.



WHAT WE
OFFER

01

03

02

We find and train the futur pro players by
advising both parents and children.

We help our members grow both in games
and in life.

We use games as a plateform to success.

We organise various events such as Lan
Parties (ChablaisLan), competitions and
specific activities based on our partners
needs.

Talent spotting and coaching 

Education 

Event organisation 

Video games and esports is a very
complex and broad discipline. We focus on
the various aspects to achieve our goals.



ACHIEVEMENTS
120+  members in the last 6 years 
20+   teams created on more than 10 games

50+   tournaments joined
20+   events organized

10+   young athletes spotted and coached



Contact Us

+41 79 586 82 90

info@elvets.gg

elvets.gg

Chemin du Crozet 1C, 1260 Nyon, Switzerland

Phone

E-Mail

Website

Address



IMAGES
Some of the projects and tournaments we joined.

@elvetsgaming



Founder and president

Vice-president

Vice-president

Education and coaching
Mobile esports
Information systems

Research and development
Card games and events

Hearthstone
Mental coach

Boris Mayencourt

François Facchin

Nadège Bouvot

MEET

Every year the members of E-LVETS elect the council
for the next year.

We are in charge of conducting the club activities
while ensure we respect the goals defined in our
statutes.

THE
COUNCIL

MSc HEC Lausanne 

MSc HEC Lausanne 



LET'S WORK
TOGETHER

www.elvets.gg


